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Zespri avoids
fraud charge
New Zealand's SFO has closed its fouryear investigation into the dual-invoicing
that led to convictions in China
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“In this case the practice of dual invoicing
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NZ$7.3m and imprisoned for 13 years.
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Read explained. “The lower valued invoice

following a four-year investigation, during

was used by Zespri’s importer to evade

which it found insufficient evidence to

duty and resulted in him being convicted

stand up allegations of tax evasion against

for the Chinese offence of smuggling. The

the company.
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by Zespri in New Zealand. For that reason

in Taiwan in order to avoid possible

Director Julie Read commented: “The
Zespri investigation has been lengthy and

the matter properly came to the attention

Yu-Jan Chen, who at the time of the
offence was Zespri’s global president of
sales and marketing, and to whom Yu

incarceration by the Chinese authorities.
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He no longer works for the company.

review complex and unusual arrangements

In March 2013, a Chinese court found Zespri

‘Satisfying outcome’

between

reflects the fact that we were required to
Chinese
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importers. The gathering of documentary
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guilty of smuggling general cargo, imposing

and witness evidence took much longer

a fine of NZ$960,000 and demanding

than usual in this matter.”

repayment of a further NZ$11.6m.

In a statement, Zespri chairman Peter
McBride said the company was pleased
with the SFO decision.
“As we have always been clear, we relied on

Dual invoicing, which involves the creation

our former importers to comply with

of two invoices for

their legal obligations under local customs

Since Zespri became aware of its former

emerging markets, also has a unique set of
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importer’s activities in 2011, the company

challenges in which to do business,” he

investigations, we know that we did not

had made significant changes to its
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benefit from their customs fraud,” he

business, McBride said, noting that the

systems to protect our reputation and

commented.

group no longer uses variable pricing

brand.”

models in its dealings with customers.
“It is satisfying to finally have the SFO
confirm that its investigation of Zespri has

"China continues to be a market of

closed and that there are no further

tremendous opportunity and, as in many of

actions.”
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